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Exhibited Artwork 
It Comes with  Teeth    $    425.00 

DOOM.banana #31       $ 2,200.00  

DOOM.banana #7     $ 2,200.00 

Stop.Caution.DOOM    $    700.00 

DOOM.tower      $    750.00 

I’m Not Obsessed     $    700.00 

DOOM.crew      $    850.00 

Patient 64207     $    325.00 

They’ll All Laugh     $    275.00 

DOOM.banana #14     $ 1,320.00 

Banana Clown     $    650.00 

Insert Contribution     $ 2,200.00 

CultBarnPress is Amazing    $    325.00 

Not a Void      $ 1,225.00 

THRILLING      $    425.00 

Two Plums Up     $    250.00 

Collision Course of Thought   $    800.00 

Tribute      $    350.00 

Concentrated DOOM.banana   $    100.00 

DOOM.banana #4     $    325.00 

DOOM.banana #11     $    100.00 

Bananaflies      $ 1,750.00 

Free Puppy      $    100.00 

DOOM.banana #33     $    775.00 

How I remember Detroit    $    925.00 

Smoke Bra if ya got ‘em    $    100.00 

DOOM.banana #8     $    925.00 

Sunset over Fungi-Nana Forest, No. America $ 1,875.00 

Candy Clown LIVE ART                 NFS 

DOOM.pop                   NFS 

The Empress                   NFS 

The Hills are Alive with the Sounds of DOOM.banana    NFS 

Born in Williams AFB, Arizona, Arvin 
grew up as a military dependent.  He 
lived in Germany for six years and 
now resides in Minot, ND.   

 
He is a sufferer of PTSD and his art 
allows him to process the emotions, 
traumas, and self-created pressures 
of life.  A self-taught artist, he mainly 
works in mixed media, as shown in 

this exhibit.   Arvin has created concert flyers, event posters, 
album artwork, and traditional animation.  He considers his 
artwork therapeutic for him. 

Arvin Davis, Jr. uses bright colors, strong brush strokes,  
detailed line work, and splatters to get strong visuals; it’s a 
contained chaos.  He is a multifaceted illustrator and fine 
artist.  He’ll often collaborate with his kids or other artists but 
also works alone.  He explores his thoughts dealing with 
anxiety, depression, social commentary, injustice, and     
absurdity.  He works in mixed media: watercolors, inks, fluid 
acrylics, and standard acrylics. 
 

The exhibition DOOM.banana:                                              
If you were to bite into a banana from 100 years ago, as the 
consumers know them, they would have a surprise.  Full of 
seeds, not as sweet, more nutritious.  Banana cloning has 
gotten to the point that entire plantations will be wiped out 
by a fungal infection.  Eventually, Bananas will become   
currency.  What an absurd reality we live in.  DOOM.banana 
is the exuberance and irreverence of life, it fully frees me to 
do whatever, however with a simple banana as the tether.  
Abstration to realism, DOOM.bananas give me the ability to 
extend myself.  It’s liberating. 
 

Bring your headphones and enjoy the music incorporated in 
this exhibit! 

    

 


